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Learning Focus
Immanuel Lutheran College Primary School is committed to best meeting the personal, academic and social needs of children in
a Christian context. We aim to provide opportunities for young people to learn and grow in ways that acknowledge each unique and
special phase of their development.
To prepare young people for a changing world where they will need to be responsible global citizens who can innovate, create
and continue to learn, we develop their 21st century skills. We foster engagement and personal growth by building skills across a
diverse range of learning areas.
The early years at Immanuel are heavily focussed on meeting rigorous curriculum standards while maintaining the essence of early
childhood education. There is a strong emphasis on setting solid foundations and ensuring that children are well equipped with
literacy and numeracy skills that will set them up for life. Our holistic approach ensures that the whole person is the whole point;
this applies to each individual student.

Pastoral Care and Wellbeing Focus
The Immanuel Lutheran College Wellbeing Framework is a positive psychology model implemented alongside our College values
and Christian underpinnings. The PERMA-V framework (positive emotions, engagement, relationships, meaning, accomplishment
and vitality) acknowledges the five building blocks to human flourishing. At Immanuel, we teach our students these building
blocks and how to incorporate them into their lives.
Through our approach to pastoral care and wellbeing, students are taught the skills of persisting, thinking and communicating
with clarity and precision, managing impulsivity, gathering data through all the senses, listening with understanding and empathy,
creating, imagining, thinking flexibly, responding with wonderment and awe, thinking “about” thinking, taking responsible risks,
striving for accuracy, applying past knowledge to new situations, finding humour, thinking interdependently, questioning and
posing problems, and remaining open to continuous learning.
These skills underpin our focus on developing higher-order thinking skills to help prepare students for life.

Flexible Learning within a Blended Learning Environment
The Immanuel Teaching and Learning Framework reflects our holistic approach to education. Through this framework we harness
our physical, virtual and relational spaces to develop each student’s personal capabilities with a focus on engagement, rigor,
growth and reflection.
Across the Primary School our pedagogical approach is centered on Cooperative Learning. This deliberate approach ensures
optimal engagement of every student and assists the development of essential skills to equip students for life.

Physical Spaces
Primary School facilities have been progressively renewed to provide agile, student-centred, flexible learning spaces in which 21st
century skills can be developed in a technology-rich environment.
Complementing the redevelopment of our physical spaces, is our teachers’ focus on facilitating cooperative learning and
developing the productive habits of mind that characterise effective learners in a global, connected world.

Relational Spaces
Learning is greatly enhanced when healthy relationships and trust exist between students, parents and teachers. We understand
that young people need to learn how to build and maintain relationships and trust. Our restorative practices approach to building
responsible behaviours focuses on repairing harm and restoring relationships when mistakes are made.

Virtual Spaces
In the early years, we believe that technology is used to enhance our students’ learning. Students in Prep to Year 3 have access to
iPads on a 1:2 ratio. Interactive Touchboards are also used to support instruction and learning. Years 4 to 6 students have access
to an iPad as part of a one-to-one program.
SEQTA is Immanuel’s online learning management platform. It is comprised of SEQTA Engage, Learn and Teach.
SEQTA Engage provides parents with the information needed to support their child(ren)’s learning journey. It includes reporting,
attendance, timetables, teacher contacts, academic results, finance details, excursion information, notices etc. Parents are able to
access SEQTA Engage via the Portal option on the College home page, www.immanuel.qld.edu.au, by entering their username and
password. Please contact the Primary School Administration should you require assistance with this process.
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SEQTA Learn is a ‘one-stop shop’ for students to access digital resources either on campus or at home. Students in Years 4 to 6
are encouraged to utilise this portal to support the learning that takes place in classrooms. Via SEQTA Learn, students can manage
all aspects of their school life, including their timetable, collaboration with peers and teachers, content, assessments, grades, goal
setting and homework. When students log into SEQTA Learn, they can see their personalised calendar and can ‘hover over’ each
day to see if they have assessment tasks current for the group of subjects in which they are enrolled.

Differentiating Student Learning – Enrichment and Support
Immanuel Lutheran College aims to provide for the needs of all students. Specific methodologies employed in the classroom
can greatly enhance learning for those with particular needs and, where resources allow, additional classroom assistance will be
provided. Individual Education Plans will be developed for students as necessary. Extension, enrichment and support for students
occurs in all classes.
Learning Support will be provided through a variety of mediums including in-class support, small group work and one-on-one
instruction. This is overseen by the P to 12 Learning Enhancement Coordinator.
Learning Enrichment will also be provided through a variety of mediums including whole class, small groups and individual
instruction. This is overseen by the Deputy Head of Primary School.

Homework
Homework is designed to consolidate classroom learning, complete what has been begun in class, stimulate interest in a topic,
extend the student’s learning, encourage independent learning, assist with ongoing assignments and research, and facilitate
reading. In order to achieve the best results possible, it is important for students to develop a regular study routine that is
organised and set in a quiet, well-lit area away from distractions such as the television, music or conversations. Good homework
habits begin right from Prep.
In Prep to Year 2, the emphasis is on Reading practice, sight word consolidation and basic fact recall with speed and accuracy.
Years 3 to 6 students are expected to focus on Reading fluency and comprehension, Spelling pattern consolidation and
Multiplication Facts.

Parent/Teacher Interviews
Formal parent/teacher interviews are held twice during the year. These evenings provide a formal opportunity for parents and
teachers to discuss class work and activities, and to peruse student work. It is also a great opportunity for parents and teachers
to meet in person. Bookings are made directly by parents online and information regarding this process is emailed home prior to
these evenings. Additional meetings can be requested at any time throughout the year.
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Weekly Timetable
Specific timetable information is provided by classroom teachers, which includes information about specialist lessons. However,
the Primary School Timetable is as below:
Time
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Lesson

Monday

8.30am

Pastoral Care /
Devotion

10 mins

8.40am

Lesson 1

45 mins

9.25am

Lesson 2

45 mins

10.10am

Lesson 3

40 mins

10.50am

FIRST BREAK

40 mins

11.35am

Lesson 4

45 mins

12.20pm

Lesson 5

45 mins

1.05pm

SECOND BREAK

30 mins

1.35pm

Lesson 6

40 mins

2.15pm

Lesson 7

45 mins

2.55pm

Pastoral Care

5 mins

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Worship 8.45am

Years 4-6 SCISSA
Assembly 2.20pm

(1.35-2.55pm)

Primary School Subject Overview
Christian Studies
Christian Studies is an integral part of the Christian experience distinctive to Immanuel Lutheran College. Based on the Christian
Studies Curriculum Framework developed by Lutheran Education Australia, it is an outcome-based program that spirals across all
year levels along the four strands of Christian Beliefs, Christian Church, Christian Living and Christianity in the World.
The Christian Studies classroom is a learning environment in which students have an opportunity to gain a clear understanding
and appreciation of the Christian story by exploring biblical texts and other Christian literature. Furthermore, it is a place where
students can explore a range of religious and non-religious perspectives they will encounter in an increasingly pluralistic society.
Through a process of inquiry, discussion and reflection, students are mentored to:
•
•
•
•

become articulate, empathic and discerning members of the community;
listen to and identify the issues underlying discussion;
enter into open, respectful dialogue with people whose religious, philosophical and ethical views are different; and
present an informed, well-defended personal position.

What topics are students likely to learn about?
Prep

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

God our Creator
God’s People of the Old Testament
Happy Helpers
Amazing Advent
God is great
Caring for Creation
Discover the Bible
God the Superhero
What would Jesus Do?
Curious about Creation
Come on and Celebrate
So this is Christmas
The Christian Church
What will I do?
Belonging to God
Who is Jesus?
The Book
Who is God?
The Cultural Life of Jesus
My Village
Heroes of the Bible
Ten Commandments
Service Learning in Action
The Sacraments
Sin and Grace
The Early Church and Beyond
Judaism, Islam and Christianity
The Upside-Down Kingdom

English
English is one of the core building blocks. From Prep to Year 6, there is a strong emphasis on setting learners up for success
with a solid grasp of the English Language through reading, writing, speaking, listening and critically reviewing a range of genres.
Students will work with language in a variety of everyday, literary and multi-modal contexts. Emphasis is given for students to
practice and master textual features such as vocabulary, grammar, spelling, sentence structure and punctuation.
What topics are students likely to learn about?
A comprehensive approach to instruction is supported by the following resources:
Key: Blue indicates this is used in this Year Level
Prep
InitiaLit
SHARP Reading
SMART Spelling
Talk for Writing
Sight Words
PM
Benchmarked
Readers
Accelerated
Reader
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Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Health and Physical Education
Health and Physical Education aims to develop students as active and informed members of society, capable of managing the
interactions between themselves and their social, cultural and physical environments in pursuit of good health.
What topics are students likely to learn about?
Physical Education Units

Health Units

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Self-Management and Self Awareness - Strengths, Feelings and a Healthy Life
• Social Awareness and Relationships - Emotions, Buddies and Impact of Others
• Understanding Community - Let’s all keep safe, People who help us and Traditions

Perceptual Motor Program
Cross-Country Skills
Athletics
Game Sense
Ball Skills
Swimming

Humanities and Social Sciences (HASS)
Humanities focuses on the disciplines of History, Geography, Economics and Business, and Civics and Citizenship. In HASS,
students will gain meaningful knowledge and understanding of topics, and will learn through an inquiry-based approach.
What topics are students likely to learn about?
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Prep

•
•
•
•

Me and My Family
My Family History
Special Places
Caring for the Environment

Year 1

•
•
•
•

Past and Present
How things have changed
Introduction to Mapping
Australia - Weather and Seasons

Year 2

•
•
•
•

Around the World in 80 Days
History of the Past
Changing Technology
Significant Places

Year 3

•
•
•
•

Mapping Australia
Australia’s Neighbours
Importance of Place
Australian Celebrations

Year 4

•
•
•
•

First Contacts
Explore the Explorers
Sustainability
Landscapes and Climates

Year 5

•
•
•
•

Touring the World
Natural Disasters
Colonial Australia
Gold Rush

Year 6

•
•
•
•

Federation and Government
Immigration
Our Asian Neighbours
Change and Environmental Impact

Languages
Languages allow students the ability to communicate effectively in another language. They also help students develop a repertoire
of lifelong learning strategies. In an age of increasing globalisation, learning another language can broaden students’ world views
and help them develop positive attitudes towards people of other languages and cultures. In the Primary School, the emphasis is
on cultural immersion and the language studied is German.
What topics are students likely to learn about?
German
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colours
Meeting and Greeting
Fun with Numbers
Shapes
What’s for Breakfast
Going Shopping

•
•
•
•
•
•

Weather
Getting to know me
Family Fun
Alphabet Skills
Animal Stories
Hobbies and Interests

Mathematics
Mathematics is an integral part of a general education. It allows students to develop an understanding of their world and their part
in it. Competence in Mathematics is required for an ever-increasing range of further careers. Mathematics in the Primary School is
fundamentally focussed on developing a working knowledge and understanding of basic mathematical facts and operations.
What topics are students likely to learn about?
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Number and
Place Value

Patterns and
Algebra

Measurement

Shape

Location and
Transformation

Chance and
Data

Prep

• Numbers 0-20
• Simple
Addition
• Rainbow Facts

• Repeating
and growing
patterns

• Language of
Measurement
• Days of the
Week

• 2D and 3D
Shapes

• Language of
Location and
Direction

• Simple
Graphing

Year 1

• Numbers to 100 • Patterning• Tens and Ones
repeating and
• Counting
growing
patterns
• Patterns of skip
• Doubles
counting
• Addition and
Subtraction
• Money

• Measuring with
informal units
• Telling time
• Days of the
Week
• Months of the
Year

• Features of 2D
and 3D Shapes

• Giving and
following
directions

• Graphing
• Language of
Chance

Year 2

• Number
• Number patterns • Formal units of
Sequences
with missing
measurement
• Place Value to
elements
• Time to the
thousands
• Solving
quarter hour
• Addition and
problems
Subtraction
represented
including
by number
Turnarounds
sentences
• Fact Families
• Multiplication
• Fractions
• Counting Money

• Faces, Corners
and Edges

• Simple Maps
• Symmetry

• Data Gathering

Number and
Place Value

Patterns and
Algebra

Year 3

• Place Value to
10000
• Mental
Strategies
• Equivalent
Number
sentences
• Times tables
• Fractions
• Money-Giving
Change

• Identifying and • Use Formal
writing rules for
units of
number patterns
measurement
• Time to the
minute

Year 4

• Place Value
• Number
– position of
patterns in
digits
multiplication,
• Greater than and
addition and
Less than
subtraction
• Number lines
• Finding
• Expanded
unknown
notation
quantities
• Multiplying by
in number
single digit with
sentences
regrouping
• Division-no
remainders
• Times tables
• Addition and
Subtraction with
regrouping
• Fractions –
conceptual
understanding
& equivalent
fractions
• Decimals –
place value to
the hundredths
• Money – to the
nearest 5c
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Measurement

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Length
Mass
Capacity
Perimeter
Area
Volume
Units of time
Metric units of
measurement

Shape

Location and
Transformation

Chance and Data

• 3D Shapes and
Models

• Creating Maps
• Angles

• Chance
experiments
• Data
Collection and
Organisation
• Interpreting and
Comparing Data

• Area
• Comparing
and describing
shapes

• Simple Scales
• Reflection
Symmetry
• Angles

• Describing
Chance
• Evaluating data
• Surveys
• Data Displays

Number and
Place Value

Patterns and
Algebra

Measurement

Shape

Location and
Transformation

Chance and Data

•
•
•
•
•

• Grid References
• Reflection
& Rotational
Symmetry
• Angles with
Protractors
• Enlargement

• Probabilities
• Data in a series

Year 5

• Factors &
• Patterns with
Multiples
factions and
• Addition and
decimals
Subtraction with
Decimals
• Estimation
• Multiplication
with 2-digit
numbers
• Division
algorithm with
remainders
• Fractions
(Addition &
Subtraction
– same
denominator)
• Comparing
and ordering
decimals
• Place Value to
the thousandths
• Simple
Budgeting

• Perimeter
• Area
• Volume &
Capacity
• Mass
• Metric Units of
Measurement
• 24-hour time

Year 6

• Expanding
numbers
• Prime and
Composite
numbers
• Roman
Numerals
• Triangular
numbers
• Integers
• Comparing
and ordering
factions
• Fractions
(Addition &
Subtraction
– related
denominators)
• Addition,
subtraction
multiplication
and division
with decimals
• Percentages
related to
fractions &
decimals
• Calculating
percentage
discounts

• Perimeter
• Polygons
• Angles
• Area
(Quadrilaterals, • Symmetry
• Volume &
Triangles)
Capacity
• Points, Rays and
• Mass
Lines
• Metric Units of • Cartesian Plane
Measurement
• Calculating time
elapsed
• Decimal
representation to
metric system
• Timetables
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• Order of
Operations
• Algebraic
expressions

Polygons
Quadrilaterals
Nets
Prisms
Pyramids

• Chance
Predictions
• Probability
Investigation

Science
Science encourages students to develop an understanding of the natural world through observation, research and experimental
investigations. Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Earth and Space Sciences are all covered throughout the Primary School
Curriculum.
In Years 3 to 6 Science and Technologies are delivered through a Project Based Learning (PBL) approach.
What topics are students likely to learn about?
Prep

•
•
•
•

Weather
Life and Living Things
Materials
Toys that move

Year 1

•
•
•
•

Living Adventures
Material Madness
Changes Around Me
Look! Listen!

Year 2

•
•
•
•

Water Works
Watch it Grow
Push and Pull
All Mixed Up

Year 3

•
•
•
•

Spinning in Space
Melting Moments
Feathers, Fur or Leaves
The Heat is On

Year 4

•
•
•
•

Smooth Moves
Circle of Life
Properties of Materials
Beneath Our Feet

Year 5

•
•
•
•

Light
What’s the Matter?
Desert Survivors
Space

Year 6

•
•
•
•

Micro-organisms
Essential Energy
Earthquakes
Change Detectives
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Technologies
The Technologies Curriculum covers both Digital and Design Technologies. The Digital Technologies units provide students with
an understanding of many of the skills needed to succeed in the 21st century including critical thinking, problem solving and
creativity. Design and Technologies aims to expand knowledge, understanding and skills related to exploring, designing and
developing possible solutions to identified needs.
In Years 3 to 6 Science and Technologies are delivered through a Project Based Learning (PBL) approach.
What topics are students likely to learn about?
Design and Technologies

Digital Technologies

Prep

• Designing Toys that move

• Exploring Digital Systems
• Basics of Coding with Bee Bot

Year 1

• Design Process and Production

• Cyber Safety
• Getting to know Digital Systems

Year 2

• Evaluating and Sequencing Designs

• Using iPads
• Systems with Purpose

Year 3

• Redesigning a Service
• Food and Fibre

• Technology Etiquette
• What goes with my Device?
• Presentation of Data

Year 4

• Production Steps
• Materials, Components and Solutions

•
•
•
•

Year 5

• Critiquing Designs
• Sustainability

• Know your Devices
• Coding Algorithms

Year 6

• Design Detectives

• Communication Networks
• Binary Code
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Simple Software
Information Systems
Input/ Output in Systems
We Do Lego

The Arts
All five strands of the The Arts (Dance, Drama, Media, Music, and Visual Art) are taught from Prep to Year 6. Dance, Drama, Music
and Visual Art (in Years 3 to 6) are taught by specialist teachers with Media taught by each classroom teacher.
What topics are students likely to learn about?
Drama

• Dance
Dynamics

• Remarkable
Rhymes

• Interesting iPads • Story Songs and
Games
• Singing, Moving
and Playing

• Clay Characters
• Painting

Year 1 • Let’s Dance

• Once upon a
time

• Capture and edit • Beat and rhythm
• Musical
Families

• Happy Bird
• Painting

Year 2 • Dare to Dance

• Christmas
around the
World

• The Comic
Parable

• Crazy Cactus

Year 3 • Move like the

• Improvisation
and Narrative
Exploring

• Cosmic Fun

• Wombat Stew
and Rhythms
Too
• Peter and the
Wolf

• Culture Patterns
• Sculpture

• Dramatic Tales

• Digital
Postcards

• An Amazing
Adventure
• Do a Deer
Raindrops on
Roses

• Clay
• Patterned
Animals

• Responsible
Media Practice

• Make me
Famous
• Ukulele

• Acrylic Painting
• Surreal Scapes
• Street Art

• Migration
Stories

• SurvivorDrumming

• Pop Art
• Digital Artwork

Prep

wind

Year 4 • Deadly Dance

Year 5 • Technical Dance • Elements of
Drama

Year 6 • Dance around
the World
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• Theatre Sports

Media

Music

Performing
Arts

Dance

• Rhythms and
Rests
• Crazy Cannons

Visual Arts

Appendix 1- ACARA Curriculum Information for Parents
The Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) provides clear guidelines as to what is to be covered in
each year level through the Australian Curriculum documents. The following parent information produced by ACARA gives a clear
overview of curriculum content in the Primary School.
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Information Years
for parents
Foundation
1–2

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

Foundation

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

THE AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM
– FOUNDATION YEAR
Years 1–2

THE AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM
The Australian Curriculum is designed to
develop:
•

successful learners

•

confident and creative individuals

•

active and informed young people who
are ready to take their place in society.

It sets the goal for what all students should
learn as they progress through their school
life – wherever they live in Australia and
whatever school they attend.
The Australian Curriculum with its eight
learning areas provides a modern curriculum
for every student in Australia. Included in the
content of learning areas are seven general
capabilities intended to help prepare young
Australians to learn, live and work in the 21st
century. There are three cross-curriculum
priorities that are also a focus across the
learning areas.
The Australian Curriculum
is flexible so that
teachers can plan the
learning for all their
students, also taking
into account their local
school community.

For more information,
see our fact sheet:
The Australian
Curriculum – an
overview for parents.

THE FIRST
YEAR OF
SCHOOL
In their first year of
school, students
learn through
teaching interactions
with others,
experimentation,
practice and play
in the classroom
and school community.
Priority is given to literacy and numeracy
development as these are the foundations upon
which further learning is built. Opportunities
to develop literacy and numeracy are found
in all subjects but particularly in English and
Mathematics. Learning in a classroom and
belonging to a school community are key to
the first year at school.
Each state and territory has a different name for the first
formal year of schooling such as ‘Reception’, ‘Kindergarten’
‘Pre-Primary’ or ‘Prep’.

Foundation Year Learning Areas
ce
School choi

English

Technologies
Humanities

Maths

The Arts
Science

Languages

E
Health & P

1
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Foundation

Years 1–2

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

English
that entertain and inform,
In the first year of school, students view, listen to and enjoy texts
create texts.
and
read
to
learn
such as picture books or, rhymes. They begin to
Typically, students will:
communicate with others in familiar situations
lary
read stories with one or more sentences, pictures and familiar vocabu

recognise rhyming words, syllables and sounds
a picture
t includes
a
h
t
t
most
the
ex
and
letters
t
recognise
Creates a
common sounds the letters make
listen to, read and view picture books,
stories, poetry, information books,
films and performances
write some words
recognise some words and develop
skills in ‘sounding out’ words
create their own texts such as giving
information orally or in writing;
presenting a narrative, which may
include pictures.

Mathematics

h
events wit
Connects
.
k
ee
w
he
days of t

In the first year of school, students develop a sense of number,
order, sequence, pattern and position in relation to familiar
settings.
Typically, students will:
connect numbers, their names and quantities up to 20

count numbers in sequences up to 20, continue patterns
and compare lengths of objects

use materials to model problems, sort objects and discuss
answers

rder,
Number, o
pattern,
sequence,
position

group and sort shapes and objects

connect events with days of the week

develop an understanding of location words,
such as above, outside, left.

2
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Foundation

Years 1–2

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

Health and Physical Education
Students learn through active play, and practise fundamental
movement skills. They learn about how their body is growing
and changing, about their strengths, how to be healthy, safe
and active, and about respectful relationships with others.
Typically students will:
use their strengths to help others

name trusted people in their community, who can help
them stay safe and healthy

describe emotions of people who are happy, sad, excited, tired, angry,

scared or confused

move in different speeds and directions, be aware of others and follow

rules

group foods into ‘eat always’ and ‘eat sometimes’

play games from different cultures

move in time with a partner when music is played.

Humanities and
Social Sciences

By experimenting, practising and
playing in
familiar situations, students use thei
r natural
curiosity to make sense of their wor
ld, and to
develop history and geography kno
wledge
and skills about people and places.

Typically, students will:

explore their personal world, incl
uding
personal and family histories

investigate places they and their
families
live in and belong to

find out about other places through
stories told in books, or by family
members and other
people, and how people
feel about places
explore why places are
special and how students
and other people can care
for places.

Science

n and observation,
Through exploratio
science works.
students learn how
s
world to find answer
They explore their
to questions.
Typically, students

will:

of living things
explore the needs
erties of
investigate the prop
everyday materials
our world, for
explore changes in
r
example, the weathe
move.
explore how things

Identifies a place that
is special to them.

3
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Foundation

Years 1–2

Years 3–4

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

Technologies

The Arts

Through exploration, design and
problemsolving, students learn how technolo
gies work.
Typically, students will:

experiences and
Students share their
emselves through
understanding of th
d artworks.
exploring the arts an
will:
Typically, students

Years 5–6

in Design and Technologies

hers dance and
in Dance, watch ot
nd them when they
respect those arou
are dancing
play to act out
in Drama, use role
ries
familiar events or sto
a camera to record
in Media Arts, use
view
images for others to
unds when
in Music, explore so
d making music
listening, singing an
ond to and create
in Visual Arts, resp
by drawing and
a variety of artworks
painting.

design and create solutions to
challenges through guided play and
by
safely using materials and equipm
ent

in Digital Technologies

work safely online, represent data
as
pictures, symbols and diagrams,
and
sequence steps to solve simple prob
lems.

let
tab ps
a
e
s
Use nce st
e
u
seq

to

Languages

Creates artworks by
drawing and painting

language
opportunity to learn a
Students may have an
other than English.
nts will:
ng the language, stude
rni
lea
en
wh
y,
all
pic
Ty
guage
s and patterns of a lan
imitate sounds, rhythm
al
phrases, and non-verb
use simple words and
ns
tio
ua
s in familiar sit
communication strategie
ort.
words with visual supp
read and write simple

4
To learn more about the Australian Curriculum, visit the ‘Parents’ section of the Australian Curriculum website.
For more information about your child, talk to your school.

Accessed: https://docs.acara.edu.au/resources/Information_for_parents_Foundation_year.pdf
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Years 1 and 2

Information Years
for parents
1–2
Foundation

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

THE AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM
– YEARS 1 AND 2

Foundation

Years 1–2

THE AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM

YEARS 1 AND 2

The Australian Curriculum is designed to
develop:
•

successful learners

•

confident and creative individuals

•

active and informed young people who
are ready to take their place in society.

It sets the goal for what all students should
learn as they progress through their school
life – wherever they live in Australia and
whatever school they attend.
The Australian Curriculum with its eight
learning areas provides a modern curriculum
for every student in Australia. Included in the
content of learning areas are seven general
capabilities intended to help prepare young
Australians to learn, live and work in the 21st
century. There are three cross-curriculum
priorities that are also a focus across the
learning areas.
The Australian Curriculum is flexible so that
teachers can plan the learning for all their
students, also taking into account their local
school community.

For more information, see our fact sheet:
The Australian Curriculum – an overview for
parents.

Priority is given to the important areas of
literacy and numeracy development.
English and Mathematics are the core subjects
for this, however, literacy and numeracy are
found in all subjects.
By the end of Year 2, students have a much
stronger understanding of themselves and have
begun to connect with the wider community.

Years 1-2 Learning Areas
ce
School choi

English

Technologies
Humanities

Maths

The Arts
Science

Languages

E
Health & P

1
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Foundation

Years 1–2

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

English
development of literacy.
The English curriculum for Years 1 and 2 places a strong focus on the
as picture books,
such
de,
persua
Students listen to and enjoy texts that entertain, inform and
create a range
to
learn
,
non-fiction and film. Students grow into more independent readers
of different texts and become more confident when they communicate.
Typically, students will:
films and some online texts
listen to, read, view and talk about simple information books, stories,
with other students,
independently read books and discuss what they have read or viewed
teachers or family members
sound out or recognise words

ve
Creates a short informati
e.
pos
pur
c
cifi
spe
a
for
text

use simple punctuation, such as capital letters and full stops
write about their experiences, tell a story or talk about
topics they have covered in the class
spell a number of common words correctly
and write in sentences
add pictures to what they write

produce their texts using computers or other devices
listen and give talks to the class about a topic they
are interested in

develop readable handwriting.

Mathematics
Mathematics in Years 1 and 2 places a strong focus on the develo
pment
of numeracy. Students are introduced to mathematical symbols and
language to communicate and explain mathematical ideas; they pose
basic
mathematical questions and develop simple strategies to investig
ate and
solve simple problems.
Typically, students will:
describe number sequences and locate numbers on a number line

represent simple fractions using pictures

learn about Australian money

describe and draw shapes and objects, and use units to measure length

ates
Demonstr
in
count g
patterns

learn to tell the time from an analogue clock, and use a calendar
to
determine the date

describe the outcome of a chance event

collect and investigate data collected from simple problems.

2
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Foundation

Years 1–2

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

Health and Physical Education
Students start to learn more about themselves and explore their abilities
. Through physical play
with and without equipment, they learn skills like problem-solving
and persistence, and become
more confident and cooperative.
Typically, students will:
practise what to do and how to get help when they feel uncomfortable

talk about similarities and differences in families

talk about actions that make the classroom a healthy, safe and active

recognise and practise various emotional responses

or unsafe

place

learn simple movement skills and understand
how their body reacts to physical activity

learn to take turns, share equipment and
include others in games and activities.

Humanities and
Social Sciences

In Years 1 and 2, experimentation
, practice
and play in personal and familiar
situations
aim to harness students’ curiosity
about
people, places and how things wor
k, to make
sense of their world and develop
history and
geography knowledge and skills.

Typically, students will:

investigate family life now and in pas
t
generations, and how families are
diverse
investigate natural and human-mad
e
features of places, how the world
is
represented on maps, and students
’
connections to other parts of the
world
explore changes in their lives and
their environment, such as change
of
seasons and how people celebra
te
explore how technology affects peo
ple’s
lives at home, work, play and in othe
r
ways, now and in the past.

Science

dents learn to
In Years 1 and 2, stu
rving and exploring
investigate by obse
d
em and by posing an
the world around th
nise
ga
or
to
. They learn
answering questions
d
an
s
look for pattern
their observations,
out their world.
make predictions ab
will:
Typically, students
ings and the
learn about living th
r patterns that
environment; look fo
of living things
occur in life cycles
n change or
explore how they ca
materials
combine everyday
and sound are
examine how light
produced
systems, including
investigate simple
r environment and
water systems, in ou
r.
e way we use wate
how these affect th

3
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Foundation

Years 1–2

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 9–10

Technologies

The Arts
t forms, students,
Through various ar
groups, participate
independently or in
ct their growing
to express and refle
to
e world. They begin
understanding of th
skills.
learn arts technical
Typically, students

Years 7–8

will:

ne and with others,
in Dance, dance alo
space and people
being aware of the
around them
t
role play and act ou
in Drama, engage in
ity
s from the commun
plays based on storie
d create music and
in Music, listen to an
es them feel
discuss how it mak
ss media images of
in Media Arts, discu
s
gs in community storie
characters and settin
re a variety of
in Visual Arts, explo
t
and display their ar
materials to create
view.
works for others to

Through exploration, design and
problemsolving, students learn how digital
and
other technologies work and how
to
create solutions with technologies
.

Typically, students will:

in Design and Technologies

design and safely make a product,
for
example, create a musical instrum
ent
using recycled materials

explore how food and clothing are
produced and how food can be
prepared for healthy eating
in Digital Technologies

represent data as pictures, symbols
and diagrams
break down a problem into parts
and sequence the steps in finding
a
solution, for example, controlling a
toy with digital technologies.

Languages
Students may have an opportunity to learn a language other than English.
Typically, when learning the language, students will:
use simple words and phrases to respond to instructions and
participate in shared learning experiences

with visual support, read simple phrases and sentences that have
familiar vocabulary, and write some words and simple sentences.

gain insights into other cultures and ways of relating to the world.

4
To learn more about the Australian Curriculum, visit the ‘Parents’ section of the Australian Curriculum website.
For more information about your child, talk to your school.

Accessed: https://docs.acara.edu.au/resources/Information_for_parents_years_1_-_2.pdf
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Years 3 and 4

Information Years
for parents
Foundation
1–2

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

Foundation

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

THE AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM
– YEARS 3 AND 4
Years 1–2

THE AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM

YEARS 3 AND 4

The Australian Curriculum is designed to
develop:
•

successful learners

•

confident and creative individuals

•

active and informed young people who
are ready to take their place in society.

It sets the goal for what all students should
learn as they progress through their school
life – wherever they live in Australia and
whatever school they attend.
The Australian Curriculum with its eight
learning areas provides a modern curriculum
for every student in Australia. Included in the
content of learning areas are seven general
capabilities intended to help prepare young
Australians to learn, live and work in the 21st
century. There are three cross-curriculum
priorities that are also a focus across the
learning areas.
The Australian Curriculum is flexible so that
teachers can plan the learning for all their
students, also taking into account their local
school community.

For more information, see our fact sheet:
The Australian Curriculum – an overview for
parents.

In Years 3 and 4, students become more
independent; they communicate with others
more effectively.
English and Mathematics continue to be
a priority, and literacy and numeracy are
developed across all learning areas.
The curriculum further builds the essential
knowledge and skills in literacy, consolidating
‘learning to read and write’.

Years 3-4 Learning Areas
ce
School choi

English

Technologies
Languages
Maths

The Arts
Science
E
Health & P

Humanities

1
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Foundation

Years 1–2

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

English
relates to other learning
In Years 3 and 4, students read and write about familiar content that
r books and non-fiction
areas. Students read more difficult texts on their own, such as chapte
information and can write in different styles.
Typically, students will:
read and understand a range of different types of texts that explore
informative topics
recognise and write texts that persuade and explain

imaginative and

write imaginative texts that include characters and events
g
recognise that pictures or graphics can be important to add meanin

audience and purpose
recognise different kinds of language used in text, depending on the
learn information or ideas from texts
ces
use mostly correct grammar, including simple and compound senten
use accurate spelling and punctuation, and edit their own writing
plan and make presentations to the class
g clearly with others.
engage in discussions to share ideas and information, communicatin

Mathematics
In Years 3 and 4, students further develop their understanding of
number, patterns and relationships, measurement and geometry.
Modelling fractions and decimals using concrete materials is a
crucial focus at this stage.
Typically, students will:
choose strategies to add, subtract, multiply and divide

represent the value of money and make simple calculations

recall multiplication facts

represent fractions on a number line

explore addition, subtraction and multiplication number patterns

Creates a
multiplication number
pattern and explains
their thinking.

measure temperatures, lengths, shapes and objects

solve problems involving time, and read maps

create symmetrical shapes and classify angles

construct graphs and list a likelihood of events.

2
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Foundation

Years 3–4

Years 1–2

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

Science
Students develop their understanding about how science relates
to
their lives. They pose and answer questions and investigate in a more
systematic way, developing understanding of a fair test and variabl
es.

Typically, students will:

observe heat as a form of energy and investigate how it affects solids

explore regular and predictable cycles through a study of day and night

explore the action of forces

realise that living things form parts of ecosystems

understand that actions of humans can have an effect on their world.

Humanities and
Social Sciences

Students draw on their growing exp
erience of the
community and beyond, and use
observations and
information sources to develop und
erstandings
about history, geography, civics and
citizenship.

Typically, students will investigate

:

diverse people, cultures and env
ironments
in Australia and neighbouring cou
ntries; how
different individuals and groups hav
e contributed
to their communities, past and pre
sent
significant days in Australia’s hist
ory, such as
Australia Day, Anzac Day and Sor
ry Day
early explorers and British colonisa
tion of Australia
diverse cultures of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait
Islander Peoples, and those who
live and lived
in the local area
geographic characteristics of Afri
ca, South
America and Australia, and how
natural
resources are used and manage
d
rules and laws, and how the loca
l government
makes decisions and serves thei
r community
groups they belong to, and how peo
ple
contribute to the community and
the
environment through responsible
actions.

Health and ucation
Physical Ed
Students learn about changes they
experience as they grow up, valuing
difference in others. They develop more
complicated movement skills.
Typically, students will:
talk about challenge, risk, success and
failure, and how these affect the way
they see themselves
keep themselves and others safe and
healthy in and out of the classroom

build positive relationships and become
more aware of emotions
understand their own family background,
and value all people and cultures
including their own
play games in a range of outdoor places
improve their skills in different activities
use rules, scoring, tactics, fair play and
teamwork.

3
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Foundation

Years 1–2

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

Technologies

The Arts

e independently or
Students participat
s and reflect their
in groups to expres
ing of the world
growing understand
t forms. They further
through different ar
al skills in The Arts
develop their technic
s.
hers create art work
and explore how ot
will:
Typically, students
nces to tell a story
in Dance, create da
performances from
in Drama, develop
oks
stories or picture bo
hnologies to
in Media Arts, use tec
d words and record
change images, ad
sounds
explore
in Music, sing and
te music
instruments to crea
at an artist’s work
in Visual Arts, look
n, experimenting
and create their ow
as paint, crayons,
with materials, such
r pencils.
markers and colou

Students build on concepts, skills
and
processes developed in earlier yea
rs of Design
and Technologies, and Digital Techno
logies.

Typically, students will:

in Design and Technologies

draw, label and model ideas whe
n
designing and producing solution
s
such as creating a toy that moves
plan steps to produce solutions and
learn to manage their time

in Digital Technologies

identify and learn how to follow safe
ty
rules when working online

identify problems and solve them
,
for example, identifying stages of
a
game and decisions that a player
must make to win
create a range of digital solutions,
such
as coding simple interactive gam
es.

Languages
Students may have an opportunity to learn a language other than English
.

Typically, when learning the language, students will:

participate in classroom routines, interactions and learning activitie
s
that involve listening, responding and initiating

learn new words and use familiar vocabulary to make simple
statements and ask simple questions

communicate in familiar interactions and situations such as
participating in performances and play

explore the relationship between culture and ways of communicating
.

4
To learn more about the Australian Curriculum, visit the ‘Parents’ section of the Australian Curriculum website.
For more information about your child, talk to your school.

Accessed : https://docs.acara.edu.au/resources/Information_for_parents_years_3_-_4.pdf
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Years 5 and 6

Information Years
for parents
Foundation
1–2

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

Foundation

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

THE AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM
– YEARS 5 AND 6
Years 1–2

THE AUSTRALIAN
CURRICULUM

YEARS 5 AND 6

The Australian Curriculum is designed to
develop:
•

successful learners

•

confident and creative individuals

•

active and informed young people who
are ready to take their place in society.

It sets the goal for what all students should
learn as they progress through their school
life – wherever they live in Australia and
whatever school they attend.
The Australian Curriculum with its eight
learning areas provides a modern curriculum
for every student in Australia. Included in the
content of learning areas are seven general
capabilities intended to help prepare young
Australians to learn, live and work in the 21st
century. There are three cross-curriculum
priorities that are also a focus across the
learning areas.
The Australian Curriculum is flexible so that
teachers can plan the learning for all their
students, also taking into account their local
school community.

For more information, see our fact sheet:
The Australian Curriculum – an
overview for parents.

In Years 5 and 6, students develop an
ability to take positive actions for their
wellbeing; they relate to others and
communicate well with others; they ask
challenging questions and seek answers;
they make informed decisions and act
responsibly.
The development of information and
communication technology skills increases
across the curriculum at this level.

Years 5-6 Learning Areas
ce
School choi

English

Languages
The Arts

Maths

Technologies
Science
E
Health & P

Humanities

1
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Foundation

Years 1–2

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

English
and can express their thoughts
Students read and compare complex texts, for enjoyment and learning,
of well-constructed texts
variety
wide
and opinions about what they have read. They can write a
with others in most
nicate
such as reviews, reports and narratives. Students develop skills to commu
s.
subject
to other
settings. They can transfer the literacy skills developed in English
Typically, students will:
analyse and explain how authors organise their texts
select vocabulary to represent ideas, characters and events
compare and analyse information in different texts
use evidence from a text to explain their response to it

including topics
using electronic devices, create detailed texts about a range of topics,
they have been studying
complex sentences
demonstrate understanding of grammar, including the ability to write
develop an expanding vocabulary
use accurate spelling and punctuation

ing to contribute

use speaking strategies including questioning, clarifying and rephras
to class discussions.

Mathematics
Students extend their knowledge of the key areas of mathematics,
particularly of fractions and decimals. They increasingly use models
,
pictures and symbols to represent and communicate mathematical ideas.

Typically, students will:

place positive and negative numbers on a number line

add and subtract fractions and decimals

compare and interpret statistical graphs

convert between 12- and 24-hour time and interpret timetables

continue and create sequences, involving whole numbers, fraction
s and decimals,
and describe rules

measure length, area, volume, capacity and mass, and calculate
perimeter and area
of rectangles

list outcomes of chance experiments

apply fractions, decimals, percentages, angles and measurement

explain mental strategies for calculations

s to solve problems

pose appropriate questions for statistical investigations.

2
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Foundation

Years 1–2

Years 3–4

Years 5–6

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

Health and Physical Education
Students become even more connected with their peers and the world
around them.
They learn what influences them, how relationships change over
time and how to promote
health. They develop more complex movement skills.
Typically, students will:
learn skills for coping with puberty

learn skills to establish and manage respectful relationships, includin
g dealing with friendships
understand how media and important people in their lives influence
them
experience and learn about roles and responsibilities in teams
develop their ability to participate in outdoor activities and learn how
this can support wellbeing
learn how to find out places they can get reliable information
or help about health, safety and wellbeing
develop more specialised skills for games,
sports and other physical activities, and play
games from their own and other cultures.
and
to look for patterns
Students learn how
nt
rta
po
im
recognise the
relationships. They
ey
investigations. Th
role of variables in
e.
ns based on evidenc
develop explanatio

Science

Humanities and
Social Sciences

Students draw on their growing exp
erience of the
wider world and use concrete info
rmation sources to
learn about history, geography, civi
cs and citizenship,
and economics and business.

Typically, students will:

investigate Australia’s developmen
t from colony
to nation, migration and settlement
patterns, and
contributions of people and groups

Typically, students

will:

s in living things and
investigate adaptation
the environment
their interactions with
dy of materials and
add gases to their stu
l changes
investigate chemica
system and the
investigate the solar
behaviour of light
and earthquakes
investigate volcanoes
anding of historical
deepen their underst
tions to science
and cultural contribu
ce influences
understand how scien
community
decisions.

explore geographic characteristics
of Europe, North
America and Asia, and the world’s
cultural diversity
learn about struggles for citizenship
and human rights
in different groups, in Australia’s pas
t and present
explore people’s use of natural reso
urces to satisfy
needs and wants, and how consum
er choices
affect other people and the environ
ment
learn about Australia’s democratic
values, laws,
government and elections
tes ideas
Communica
ic
investigate people’s participation in
led graph
the community
using label
ext
t
nd
a
to achieve civic goals.
ations
represent

3
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Years 1–2

Years 5–6

Years 3–4

Years 7–8

Years 9–10

Technologies

The Arts

Students use design processes to
produce
solutions. They further develop thei
r knowledge
and understanding of digital system
s and data;
they improve their computational
thinking.

e way the world is
Students explore th
e
ts as well as continu
represented by artis
d
an
s
ing
n understand
to develop their ow
hnical
ther develop their tec
experiences. They fur
.
rks
w others create artwo
skills and explore ho

Typically, students will:

will:
Typically, students

in Design and Technologies

ing balance and
in Dance, dance us
wing a set of steps
coordination, by follo
and perform a
in Drama, rehearse
ing expression to
variety of plays, us
e
engage an audienc
e
re, plan and produc
in Media Arts, explo
as advertisements
media artworks such
sing and perform
in Music, rehearse,
and pitch
music with rhythm
re why artists create
in Visual Arts, explo
the artworks are
artworks and whom
created for.

use materials or technologies whe
n
designing, producing and evaluat
ing
solutions, for example, a plan for
a new
kitchen garden
represent ideas and solutions in a
variety
of ways, such as sketches and mod
els
develop plans to complete tasks

in Digital Technologies

use simple coding to develop and
evaluate
digital solutions, such as games or
quizzes
act to ensure their personal safety
when
engaging online
collect, interpret and manage a rang
e of
data, using digital systems.

Languages
Students may have an opp
ortunity to learn a language
other than English.
Typically, when learning

a language, students wil

l:

use the language to commu
nicate more accurately and
fluently to exchange inform
ation, express ideas and fee
lings
use vocabulary and gramm
atical resources to compos
e
and comprehend various typ
es of texts
use a range of cues and stra
tegies to assist their
comprehension
reflect on the relationship bet
ween language,
culture and identity.

4
To learn more about the Australian Curriculum, visit the ‘Parents’ section of the Australian Curriculum website.
For more information about your child, talk to your school.

Accessed: https://docs.acara.edu.au/resources/Information_for_parents_years_5_-_6.pdf
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